
Limited lifetime warranty

LIFETIME
POW ERE D BY NITEKO

WARRANTY

1. NITEKO S.R.L. ("Niteko") guarantees that the "NITEKO" branded products ("Products") are free 
from defects in workmanship and / or on materials, when used as intended, for a period of twenty years 
from the date of invoice starting from 01/05/2017.

2. This warranty ("Warranty") is issued by Niteko in favour of Your company ("Customer") on Standard 
products present in our own catalogues.

3. The Warranty will be activated only if the Customer makes the on-line registration of site-specific 
installation of the Product and of the details related to the invoice and order throughout the site 
[www.niteko.com/en/activation-warranty/] within 60 days from the shipment of the material, after which 
the same warranty cannot be activated anymore.

4. The warranty works only on the basis of the following conditions: 
  
  a) Products are used in accordance with the relevant specifications, regarding the Product and appli
  cation (technical specifications);
  b) installation and / or Product mounting are carried out in accordance with the instructions enclosed 
  with the product and made by technically qualified personnel;
  c) limit values of temperatures and voltages are not exceeded and the Product is not exposed to 
  mechanical stress that do not conform to its intended use;
  d) Product maintenance is carried out according to the instructions enclosed with the Product 
  and is carried out by specialized technical personnel and it is not carried out any modifications or repairs to 
  the Products without written permission or not complying with instructions;
  e) iCustomer has previously performed all the initial emergency procedures specified in the instruction 
  manual attached to the Product;
  f) the faulty Product is stored by the customer in the state in which it is (including light sources, 
  electronic equipment, and all the possible electronic or mechanical accessories) for all the time necessary 
  to allow Niteko to carry out the necessary checks on defects / complained faults;
  g) for power supply components and for the Products with LED sources, the warranty covers within the 
  20 years up to a maximum use of 100.000 hours (corresponding to 12 hours of daily operation); within 
  these limits the warranty is valid for defects exceeding the nominal failure rate of 0,1% / 1000 hours of use, 
  unless it is stated otherwise in the technical specifications related to the Product, its components and its 
  use. The depreciation of the light source emitted by the LED sources is a phenomenon inherent in the 
  technology of the product and therefore is not covered by warranty.
  h)  the Customer presents to Niteko the purchase contract or the corresponding invoice or 
  documentation issued as a result of the on-line registration;
  i) the defect, duly specified and proven in its nature and entity, shall be denounced in writing by the 
 Customer to Niteko on termination of term / under penalty of cancellation within and not longer than sixty 
 (60) days from the discovery;
  j) the Customer has duly paid the Product in accordance with the payment terms agreed in the sale 
  contract;
  k) Products supplied have been installed in Europe.
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5. The Warranty doesn’t cover: 

  a) Product defects due to unforeseen and unforeseeable events such as, but not limited to, fortuitous 
  and / or majeure force, vandalism, public disorder, fire, atmospheric phenomena of particular intensity, and 
  any other event which can’t be ascribed to defects in the manufacturing process of the product;
  b) defects resulting from impulse disturbances (Surge) exceeding the limits laid down by the relevant 
  regulations;
  c) defects resulting from a tamper-evident or previously repaired product without the prior written 
  consent of the supplier;
  d) ancillary costs resulting from defect and / or defect repair, product removal and mounting costs, 
  labour cost, transport charges of the defective product and any other duties or costs due to the fault / defect 
  repair, which will remain subject to the Customer;
  e) all material subject to a normal decomposition following the prolonged use in time;
  f) possible damage to equipment, objects, resulting from malfunction of the product;
  g) improper use, incorrect installation or usage;

6. In the event that the Product reveals the defects covered by this Warranty Statement, and provided 
that the conditions mentioned in paragraphs 4 and 5 above are met, Niteko will be free to proceed, at its 
discretion, to repair and / or replace the Product with an equal or equivalent product, in line with the techno
logical progress over the original Product.

7. The Warranty is not valid with reference to:

  a) Products commercialized by Niteko but having other companies brands.
  For these Systems, the limited lifetime warranty can be granted following Niteko's assessment of the lighting 
  project and its relevant installation.

8. Outdoor products are realized from Niteko through innovative manufacturing processes that ensure a 
high quality level of the products in terms of resistance to corrosion, abrasion, flaking and color stability. 
These Products are covered by this Warranty to the condition that possible defects compromise their 
structural / mechanical safety and those are related to defects in the manufacturing process of the Product.

9. This warranty cannot be applied for Light Management Systems.

10. If properly activated, this Warranty is the sole and exclusive form of warranty provided by Niteko to 
Customer on the Product, expressly derogates from any other rights, explicit and / or implied, acknowledged 
by the law to the Customer, who renounces to said right in the broadest manner allowed by the law, as well 
as any other warranties given by Niteko.

11. The Customer shall claim no further rights from Niteko related to the defective Product. In particular, 
the Customer may not hold Niteko responsible for any possible storage expenses due to defective / faulty 
Product, or any other costs and / or compensations of the damage. Moreover the Customer shall not request 
and / or claim any payment extensions, price reductions or the termination of the supply contract.
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